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Posted on 27 February 2018 By Sid Jacobson
Anne Frank Frank Anne ,. Toto nie je Annin denn k v komikse,
ako som si p vodne myslela kv li podobnosti ob lok, ale
komiksov ivotopis, tak e pokra uje aj po jej smrti a objas uje
osudy rodiny a zn mych Denn k som zatia ne tala v iadnej
podobe , ale m m ho niekedy v pl ne.Kniha je autorizovan
organiz ciou Anne Frank House, ktor zalo il Annin otec, a
trochu to pod a m a vidno Ale ako vod zvl pre ml de do 2
svetovej vojny a do idovskej ot zky je to pod a m a vhodn Vizu l
nie je presladen , ani pr li naturalistick , plus je na konci stru n
chronol gia a kr tky zoznam odpor anej literat ry.Bola som
prekvapen , e Frankovci boli nemeck nie holandsk a bohat
rodina Anne bola tak pridrzl idlo a nie pu ka dom ca, ako p sob
na tej skoro jedinej fotografii dom st le stoj , je z neho m zeum
a na webe maj virtu lnu prehliadku v slovenskej Seredi bol
koncentra n t bor mapka na s 128 Prv veta Kapitola 1 Slibn za
tek Edith a Otto Frankovi v den jejich svatby dne 12 kv tna
1925 v n meck ch C ch ch.Posledn veta Kapitola 10 ivot jde d l
Anne se opravdu stala slavnou spisovatelkou a inspirovala
mnoho lid.Goodreads v zva 2019 5 do tan kniha ,. We visited
Amsterdam for a few days over the summer and made it a
point to visit the Anne Frank House It was one of the highlights
of our entire trip and we were moved beyond words Here s a
picture that we took while standing in line we were lucky
enough to be one of the first in line I had no idea that there was
an Anne Frank biographical novel until we went to the
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bookshop All the English copies were out of stock, so we
waited till we got back home to place an order This book is
accurate, well organized, and chock full of detailed information
I would highly recommend it combined with another Holocaust
graphic novel, another favorite of mine, Maus I honestly wish
that both were required reading for all secondary school
students, although I recommend both books for all ages Both
are an absolute pleasure to read, despite the awful and horrific
subject matter. Agapi Reads , 15Shoah,200 , word , 5 5 I didn t
expect to learn anything new, or even to be touched very
deeply by this book being that I know the subject matter so
thoroughly having read the diary many times, and otherwise
immersed myself in background material for the last 42 years I
was wrong Somehow, the drawings of the familiar photographs
renewed their emotional impact for me Somehow, the drawings
of the photographs of Nazi criminals, and the other instances of
historical information and context, made it much personal and
real There are images that will definitely stick with me the two
sisters, Anne Margot, about ages 2 and 5, in their white
singlets with innocent eyes gazing up at their beloved father In
the drawing, the carelessly drooping strap has been restored to
Anne s shoulder So poignant and heart wrenching that these
adjustments and fixes may be made to images, but that the life
itself was so brutally crushed out of two little girls and countless
others The image of Anne affixing her photos of film stars to
the wall in her tiny room, palm emphatically flat to the surface,
exerting her will The book pointed out that the Secret Annex
was barely 700 square feet in total, housing 8 people Anne s
room, shared with Mr Dussel, and Anne s parents room,
shared with Margot, were each 6 wide Reading those facts
caused my blood to freeze imagine the sense of being trapped
in these tiny spaces with so many others A very worthwhile
read and I probably will need to own this book, someday. This
graphic biography chronicles the life of the Nazi movement
beginning with Germany in WWI and its rise to power, and the
life of Anne Frank beginning with her parent s courtship and
her development from carefree girlhood to pensive adolescent,
culminating with the Armistice and Anne s death at Auschwitz,
just a few weeks before the end of WWII Each chapter
contains at least one snapshot a 1 3 to full page that, like a
sidebar, imparts some background information, like a family
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tree with portraits drawn from photographs, a map that shows
the territories in control of each of the combatants, and a page
on concentration camps The snapshots break up the narrative
of Anne s life and the progression of the Nazi movement The
text is well supported with facts and primary source material,
such as interviews with concentration camp survivors, and of
course, excerpts from Anne s diary itself The creators
occasionally put undocumented thoughts into the character s
heads, and I was left wondering how they KNEW that s what
the person was thinking at the time The layout is very orderly, a
classic 2 panel by 3 panel formation Style varies slightly from
page to page, employing the classic left to right Z formation for
reading A few split screen style illustrations show what various
characters are doing, within the same timeframe One
especially clever panel on pg 104 uses the spread of an
airplane s wings to transition a scene Perspectives vary,
making use of techniques such as silhouette, closeups, angles,
and aerials, only the text breaks out of the neat boxes, and
there are plenty of opportunities chaotic moments for such
deviation Chapter headings have unique full page illustrations
with interesting angles.The artist employs traditional devices
such as a lightning bolt shaped speech bubble for speech
coming from a radio, and puffy cloud like speech bubbles to
indicate thoughts instead of spoken words The somber hues of
the artwork especially the gray and beige of the concentration
camps are effective at setting mood, while the browns and
golds lend an old fashioned and historical feel Many
illustrations are beautifully rendered reproductions from actual
photographs of the building at 263 Prinsegracht, of emaciated
prisoners in the camps, of Otto Frank Several, rendered in
grayscale, pack a real punch, forcing the reader to stop and
contemplate the significance of the action captured Anne s
palette shifts from pink, purple and white as a young girl to
sober maroons, browns and blues as a teen The soft, hazy
style of the illustrations on page 74 of rooms in the annex
devoid of their inhabitants has a nostalgic, nearly ghostly feel
the same technique, employed in sepia on pg 139, is nothing
short of haunting The chronology at the end of the book
juxtaposes two timelines Anne s family in black ink and WWII
in red ink Sources are credited on the final page, with only one
suggestion for further explanation the museum website I think
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this well intentioned book would be a much satisfying read if it
had stronger art editorial direction it suffers from a textbook like
tone in too many places for the reader to become lost in the
very powerful story of Anne s life In spite of the objective tone,
the images in chapter 9, Discovery are absolutely
heartwrenching Chapter 10, The Story Lives On, chronicles the
one surviving member of the eight who hid in the annex, and
how Anne s diary not only went on to see the light of day, but
was made into a play and a film, translated into over 70
languages, and achieved her dream of someday becoming a
writer.I feel strongly that delivery is too lecturey in tone, and
unfortunately diminishes the appeal of this book In spite of the
popularity of Anne s story, the tragic appeal, the message
about peace, harmony and acceptance It s not a balanced
enough piece to warrant 5 stars It has too much of a souvenir
feel, like the book was commissioned to sell in the gift shop at
the Anne Frank House to teach people about Anne s life. This
book was the graphic interpretation of Anne Frank s life in a
Nazi occupied Amsterdam It was very insightful as it gave a
complete biography of her life, her parents lives, and the
continuation of her diary after she died Having read her actual
diary translated in English, I thought this book was a great way
to really understand what Anne was going through The pictures
added to the emotions connected to the story as a visual
representation of the strife Anne was going through This book
also gave a third person perspective on Anne s life, so the
reader was able to focus on not just her experience in the
Annex, but the other seven members as well This book kept
me engaged and overall I really enjoyed it I especially like how
the authors went into detail about Anne s diary being publish,
as obviously the diary wouldn t cover that Overall I really loved
this book, it was insightful and full of emotion Drawing On The
Unique Historical Sites, Archives, Expertise, And Unquestioned
Authority Of The Anne Frank House In Amsterdam, New York
Times Bestselling Authors Sid Jacobson And Ernie Col N Have
Created The First Authorized And Exhaustive Graphic
Biography Of Anne Frank Their Account Is Complete, Covering
The Lives Of Anne S Parents, Edith And Otto Anne S First
Years In Frankfurt The Rise Of Nazism The Franks Immigration
To Amsterdam War And Occupation Anne S Years In The
Secret Annex Betrayal And Arrest Her Deportation And Tragic

Death In Bergen Belsen The Survival Of Anne S Father And
His Recovery And Publication Of Her Astounding Diary 3.https
monpetitcafedehumanite.wordpr 20 , 35 70 , graphic novel A
family Secret The Search graphic novel , Sid Jacobson Ernie
Colon The 9 11 Report , 11 , Menno Metselaar, 10 , 2 Bergen
Belsen 10 80 , Spiegelman Maus .
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